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0 STAND the underfoot punishment
of war, where shoes are water-soake- d,

sun-bake- d, bruised and battered
it takes the steel-toug- h constitution of
top-gra- de Army Shoes the kind stamped
BUCKHECHT;
This mark is a symbol of Nature's finest products, im- -
proved by man's best processes. The BUCKHECHT
Army Shoe is cut only from the heart of the hide
where it grows toughest, firmest and close-fibere- d, to
protect the vital organs.
The leather used in the uppers of the BUCKHECHT
Army Shoe is out famous Indian Tan Calf or the finest
Black Chrome Calf j the soles are plump and of the very
best quality, cut from the very heart of the hide. Front
start to finish the shoe has that care which, ordinarily,
is given only to the highest grade custom footwear.
Result? Thousands of men in civil life business men,

farmers, hikers, sportsmen, outdoor workers
"J iand others have found the BUCK-- ,

HECHT Army Shoe
splendidly adapted to
practical, everyday wear. ::

And small wonder! .

fHE MUNSON LAST ARMY SHOE
has been heralded and rightly as
the greatest improvement in foot-

wear in a generation. But

There are Army Shoes AND Army Shoes.
They may all look alike to you. But there is a differ
ence, a tremendous difference. The difference in most

: cases is hidden. And yet make no mistake: it is there
in service, in style, in comfort.

Understand no one has a monopoly of the Munson
Lasts Any manufacturer can turn out an Army Shoe
on this last. ,

And yet here is a manufacturer who takes pride in
his products; who operates on the theory that time
feffe and that quality will our a manufacturer who :

invests his products with the best materials And the
finest workmanship possible trusting to the public to
recognize its value; a manufacturer who will not sac-
rifice quality-standard- s merely to get "quick returns''
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t In the face of rising costs we have determined to
maintain our high standards; and this, regardless of
the fact that calfskin and sole leather have , gone
steadily up, UP, UP; regardless of the fact that labor
and overhead expenses have materially increased; re--
gardless of everything!

Nine times out of ten the public gets only what it pays
for. Just that and nothing more.
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"True enough," you say, "but how am I to know the
difference how am I to distinguish between a really
good Army Shoe and others not so good?"

The answer is simple i

Look for the name BUCKHECHT it is stamped on
every pair. It is your protection as well as ours. Back
of it stands more than a half-centur- y of honest shoe

, manufacturing.
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It is our word, our bond, our guarantee that the
BUCKHECHT Army Shoe will give you more real
comfort more economical shoe-servi- ce for your
money than you ever thought possible

BUCKINGHAM $ HECHT
Established in the early fifties

Manufacturers San Francisco
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: They like its "plenty-of-- :.

roominess" its velvety
feel its wear-resistin- g

qualities. And what is
more they acknowl-

edge, quite gratefully,
that foot troubles are

no longer known to
them.
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BUCKHECHT
is stamped

on every pair.
Look for it
it is your
safeguard.
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FOR SALE IN PHOENIX AT ALL PRINCIPAL DEALERS

If Your Dealer Does Not Sell Them, Order Direct
: From .Buckingham & Retch :


